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1 8. Nancy Backus, as Mayor of the City of Auburn, violated Ms. Wales right to free speech
2 by using her position to create unfavorable information on a political opponent and then
3 releasing said information that Backus would not have had in her possession but for her
4 position as Mayor.
5 

6 9. The Committee to Elect Nancy Backus and its members proximately caused the damages
7 to Ms. Wales by using information it knew or should have known was ill gotten.
8 

9 10. Defendants Roscoe, Backus, the City of Auburn, and the Committee to Elect Nancy
10 Backus and its members, are jointly and severally liable to plaintiff in an amount to be
11 proved at trial.
12 
13 COUNT II - Violation of Right to Privacy 
14 
15 1. The release of said meeting contents by and between Rob Roscoe and Ms. Wales was a
16 violation on Ms. Wales expectation of privacy.
17 
18 2. There were no other attendees so anything said therein could have been factually true or
19 false.
20 

21 3. Ms. Wales ultimately suffered damage to reputation from the Roscoe meeting when its
22 alleged substance was illegitimately released and ultimately intentionally misused.
23 
24 4. Rob Rosco proximately caused Ms. Wales damages by infringing on her right to privacy
25 by releasing any version of the meeting substance.

26 

27 5. Nancy Backus violated Ms. Wales right to privacy and proximately caused Ms. Wales
28 damages by releasing the alleged Roscoe - Wales meeting content to her Committee to
29 elect her as Mayor.
30 

31 6. Nancy Backus, as Mayor of the City of Auburn, violated Ms. Wales right to privacy by
32 using her position to create unfavorable information on a political opponent and then
3 3 releasing said information Backus would not have had in her possession but for her
34 position as Mayor.
35 

36 7. The Committee to Elect Nancy Backus and its members violated Ms. Wales right to
37 privacy and proximately caused the damages to Ms. Wales by using information it knew
3 8 or should have known was ill gotten.
39 
40 8. Defendants Roscoe, Backus, the City of Auburn and the Committee to Elect Nancy
41 Backus and its members, are jointly and severally liable to plaintiff in an amount to be
42 proved at trial.
43 
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